
Introducing the Galaxy A14 5G
Keep up with life with a phone that gets you. Find everything you need online with 5G connectivity,¹ and see your favorite 
games and apps up close with a 6.6" screen.² Stay ready for all life’s moments with a long-lasting battery, and snap 
stunning selfies with an awesome front camera. Built with all the essentials to stay connected, Galaxy A14 5G is the 
perfect match for those wanting to upgrade their phone at an amazing value.

Snap share-worthy selfies
Share-worthy selfies are just an arm’s length away 
with the awesome front camera of Galaxy A14 5G.³ Plus, 
a triple-lens back camera makes capturing high-res 
content a breeze.

Save all life has in store
That time at the beach, that night out with 
friends — Galaxy A14 5G holds on to your memories 
for you.

Stylish. Durable. Practical.
Carry your phone with ease with the smart, modern 
design of Galaxy A14 5G.

Stream at the speed of 5G
Experience your day virtually lag-free with 5G 
and the powerful processor of Galaxy A14 5G.

Charge up at the speed of life⁴
Focus more on living and less on charging with a 
long-lasting battery.

Infinitely amazing display
Press play and experience your games and videos like 
never before on a large, edge-to-edge screen.



Color   Black OS Android™ 13

Display 6.6" FHD+ LCD²
90Hz

Connectivity 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (dual band)
Bluetooth 5.2
3.5mm audio jack

Processor Mediatek Dimensity 700
Octa-core (Up to 2.2GHz)

Battery 5,000mAh⁶
(15W Fast Charging)⁴

Front camera 13MP (F2.0) Dimensions 167.7mm x 78.0mm x 9.1mm

Main camera 50MP (F1.8) Main camera
2MP (F2.4) Macro camera
2MP (F2.4) Depth camera

Weight 204g

Memory 64GB storage | 4GB RAM
(Up to 1TB on microSD card)⁵

5G Ready³ Sub6

¹5G speeds vary and require optimal network and connection (factors include frequency, bandwidth, congestion); see carrier for availability. ²Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.6" in the full rectangle and 6.4" 
accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and the camera cutout. ³Requires optimal 5G network connection, available in select markets. Check with your carrier for availability and 
details. Download and streaming speeds may vary based on content provider, server connection and other factors. ⁴Wall charger sold separately; use only Samsung-approved chargers and cables. To avoid injury or damage to your device, 
do not use incompatible, worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables. Supports up to 15W Fast Charging. For more information on your device, please visit www.samsung.com. ⁵MicroSD card sold separately. ⁶Typical value tested under 
third-party lab condition. Rated (minimum) capacity is less. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com.  
© 2022 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung and Samsung A Series are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5G connectivity requires 5G network; see carrier. Use only in accordance with law.


